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There is no easy way, only the way of indemnity, I have realized. I came to really see evil at its best while 

living with a family. I could see just how Satan makes people so self-centered, like the husband hiding 

from his two drunk relatives coming in the house and making a nuisance of themselves while the children 

suffered from this. I was so angry that he was just trying to save his own skin. Once I was trying to teach 

one of the older youths staying there. The children purposely were extremely rude, interrupting with loud 

singing and anything else they could think of to cause a disturbance. I was so angry inside (and felt God 

was, too) but outside I just kept on teaching loudly without paying them any attention. 

 

Also, I realized we cannot trust any man, not even ourselves. Reverend Moon said once, "I can see so 

many qualities of betrayal in you." It hurts to think of it, but it is we. We must fight against all such 

feelings. Satan is really clever. He tries to beat on us hard but then lull us into complacency. He tries to 

make us forget the feeling we have had when we are close to God. I really have to fight to keep holding 

God. Not I, but God, preserves me. I can understand how, if it weren't for God, how many people's lives 

would be washed away. I also learned that it all depends upon us. We cannot depend upon others to do it 

for us. Our lives are not our own, but God's. How badly we need to have His point of view. I'm so grateful 

to all my brothers and sisters in America, helping to save America.  


